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UHPRST: Housing Starts, Quarterly (SA)

Annual Percent Change

Jul2023 NEEC (Control)  Feb2023  Dec2019
UFCORPFT: Before-Tax Corporate Profits excluding IVA, Quarterly (SA)

Annual Percent Change
UFCONSEN: Consumer Sentiment Index--University of Michigan, Quarterly (SA)

Annual Percent Change
UYRCONSU: Real Consumer Spending--Total Personal Consumption Expenditures, Quarterly (SA)

Annual Percent Change

- Jul2023 NEEC (Control)
- Feb2023
- Dec2019
UYRCDMVP: Real Consumer Spending—Motor Vehicles & Parts, Quarterly (SA)

Annual Percent Change
UERINV: Real Gross Private Domestic Investment, Quarterly (SA)

Annual Percent Change
UERINR: Real Gross Private Fixed Nonresidential Investment, Quarterly (SA)

Annual Percent Change
UYRGOV: Real Government Purchases of Goods & Services, Quarterly (SA)

Annual Percent Change

- Jul2023 NEEC (Control)
- Feb2023
- Dec2019
UYPERS: Personal Income, Quarterly (SA)

Annual Percent Change

Jul2023 NEEC (Control)  Feb2023  Dec2019
UYOL: Other Labor Income (Fringe Benefits), Quarterly (SA)

Annual Percent Change
UYPTR: U.S. Proprietors Income, Quarterly (SA)

Annual Percent Change

Jul2023 NEEC (Control)  Feb2023  Dec2019
UFSAVRAT: Personal Saving as a Percent of Disposable Income, Quarterly (SA)

Annual Percent Change

- Red: Jul2023 NEEC (Control)
- Blue: Feb2023
- Green: Dec2019
UHESFSLD: Sales of Existing Single-Family Homes, Quarterly (SA)

Annual Percent Change

Jul2023 NEEC (Control)  Feb2023  Dec2019
UHMEDESF: Median Sales Price of Existing Single-Family Homes, Quarterly (SA)
UFAAANEW: Yield on AAA-Rated Corporate Bonds, Quarterly (SA)

Annual Percent Change
UFCONMTG: Commitment Rate on Conventional 30-Year Mortgage--All Lenders, Quarterly (SA)

Annual Percent Change

Jul2023 NEEC (Control)  Feb2023  Dec2019
UFBONDSSL: Yield on Municipal Bonds--Bond Buyer 20-Bond Index, Quarterly (SA)

Annual Percent Change
UPCPICOR: Core Consumer Price Index (excludes Food & Energy), Quarterly (SA)

Annual Percent Change
UPRFCRDC: Weighted Average Price of Crude Received in Refinery Inventories, Quarterly (SA)

Annual Percent Change

- Jul2023 NEEC (Control)
- Feb2023
- Dec2019
UPOILBRENT: Average Price of Brent Crude, Dollars per Barrel, Not Seasonally Adjusted, Quarterly (SA)

Annual Percent Change
UPCNDGO: Chained Price Index--Consumer Motor Vehicle Fuels, Lubricants, & Fluids, Quarterly (SA)

Annual Percent Change
UPCDTLV: Chained Price Index--Consumer New Motor Vehicles, Quarterly (SA)

Annual Percent Change
UPSVC: Chained Price Index--Consumer Services, Quarterly (SA)

Annual Percent Change

Jul2023 NEEC (Control)  Feb2023  Dec2019
UYCDOOT: Consumer Spending--Other Durable Goods, Quarterly (SA)
UYGOV: Government Purchases of Goods & Services, Quarterly (SA)

Annual Percent Change

- Jul2023 NEEC (Control)
- Feb2023
- Dec2019